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Enhanced electron field emission �EFE� properties for ultrananocrystalline diamond �UNCD� films
grown on silicon substrate were achieved, especially due to the high dose N ion implantation.
Secondary ion mass spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
measurements indicated that the N ion implantation first expelled H−, induced the formation of
disordered carbon �or defect complex�, and then induced the amorphous phase, as the ion
implantation dose increased. The postimplantation annealing process healed the atomic defects, but
converted the disordered carbon to a stable defect complex, and amorphous carbon into a more
stable graphitic phase. The EFE characteristics of the high dose ��1015 ions /cm2� ion-implanted
UNCD were maintained at an enhanced level, whereas those of the low dose ��1014 ions /cm2�
ion-implanted ones were reverted to the original values after the annealing process. Ion implantation
over a critical dose �1�1015 ions /cm2� was required to improve the EFE properties of UNCD
films. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2885348�

I. INTRODUCTION

Field emission from carbon and related materials has
received great attention due to the strong potential of this
material to be employed as a cold cathode material in flat
panel displays and other electron emitting devices.1–3 Dia-
mond can outperform the traditional field emitters with high
work function materials such as tungsten, molybdenum, or
silicon tips due to its superior electron field emission �EFE�
distinctiveness in addition to mechanical permanence and
chemical inertness. Ultrananocrystalline diamond �UNCD�
films are advanced among the carbon family with 2–5 nm
sized grains and 0.3–0.4 nm wide grain boundaries since the
abundance of the grain boundaries facilitates the electron
conduction.4 The great promise that a diamond or an UNCD
film bears as a material for the fabrication of cold cathode or
other electron emitting devices requires the film to be con-
ductive. Presumably, nitrogen doping at the substitutional
sites in diamond can act as electron donors.5–7 However the
efforts to improve field emission by incorporating N into
conventional diamond with micron sized grains has been re-
ported to be unsuccessful due to the formation of deep do-
nors in materials.8

In contrast, incorporation of N into diamond films with
nanosized grains has been shown to enhance its field emis-
sion properties,9,10 which was ascribed to the phenomenon
that the N incorporates into the grain boundaries, and en-
hances its conductivity.10,11 However, the dopant concentra-
tion is limited when the N doped into UNCD by incorporat-

ing N species in the microwave induced plasma. Another
technique that can incorporate high concentration of N into
UNCD is needed. Moreover, ion irradiation induced en-
hancement in the field emission properties of diamond12,13

and carbon fibers14–16 have been reported, which was attrib-
uted to the inducing of defects. However, postannealing
could revert the enhanced EFE properties to the original
level due to the removal of defects.12 Therefore, an other
approach, which can preserve the enhanced EFE properties
even after the annealing, is called for.

In this article, we report the effects of 100 keV N ion
implantation into UNCD films on their field emission prop-
erties. We have also investigated how the ion-implantation
effect on UNCD was different from that for conventional
diamond films. A detailed study has been carried out to re-
veal the structural and chemical states of the UNCD films
before implantation, as implanted, and after annealing by
using secondary ion mass spectroscopy �SIMS�, Raman
spectroscopy, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy �XPS�.
The results were evaluated in terms of their effect on the
enhancement of the UNCD field emission properties. From
our results, it was found that N ion implantation with doses
above critical dose enhanced the field emission properties,
which were preserved even after the annealing process.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The UNCD films with ultrasmooth surface characteris-
tics at the nanoscale were prepared for the ion implantation.
The UNCD films were grown on an n-type silicon substrate
using a microwave plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposi-
tion �MPECVD� process �IPLAS-Cyrannus�. Prior to thea�Electronic mail: inanlin@mail.tku.edu.tw.
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growth of UNCD films, the substrate was preseeded by car-
burization in hydrocarbon plasma containing 1% CH4 /Ar at
1200 W and at 150 Torr for 25 min followed by ultrasonica-
tion in nanodiamond powder containing methanol for
30 min. The deposition of UNCD on substrates was carried
out in a CH4 /Ar plasma with the same parameters as those
of the hydrocarbon plasma pretreatment. The growth process
was carried out at low temperatures ��465 °C� without
heating the substrate for 180 min to reach a thickness of
250 nm, which was confirmed from the cross-sectional field
emission scanning electron microscopy �FESEM� �Joel
6500� image �figure not shown�. The UNCD films were im-
planted to a dose of 1011–1016 ions /cm2 at room temperature
and at 5�10−6 Torr with N of 100 keV �HVEE500KV-
Implantor� kinetic energy. The TRIM computer code17 was
used to estimate the trajectory of N ions in UNCD films.
After implantation, the samples were annealed at 600 °C for
1 h in H2�10% � /N2 medium to heal the damage resulted by
ion implantation. The analyses were performed using SIMS
�Cameca, IMS-4f�, Raman spectroscopy �Renishaw�, and
XPS �PHI, 1600�. Room temperature field emission proper-
ties of the samples were measured with an electrometer �Kei-
thley 237� using a parallel cathode-anode setup,18 and the
Fowler–Nordheim �FN� model19 was used to explain the
EFE behavior of materials.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the field emission properties of UNCD
films implanted with different doses of N ions, before and
after the annealing process, where the lines show the theo-
retical fit to the experimental data. The insets of Figs. 1�a�
and 1�b� show the FN plot, ln�J /E2� versus 1 /E, of the cor-
responding field emission data. The turn-on field designated
here is the lowest value of the FN plot, corresponding to the
intersection of the segments. The variation in E0 value with
different ion implantation doses, which is derived from Fig.
1�a�, is plotted in Fig. 2. This figure indicates that a decrease
in the turn-on field is significant �open squares� due to N ion
implantation. The turn-on field decreases from �E0�00

=9.2 V /�m for the pristine UNCD film to �E0�11

=5.5 V /�m for the UNCD film implanted with a dose of
1011 ions /cm2 �N11 samples�. The E0 value increases with N
ion dose and for the UNCD film implanted with
1016 ions /cm2 �N16 samples�, �E0�16 is approximately equal
to 8.8 V /�m. The turn-on field for inducing the EFE process
is increased due to postannealing, except for N16 sample. The
E0 value of sample N16, �E0�16, decreases further from
8.8 to 7.0 V /�m due to postannealing at 600 °C, which is
shown as solid circles in Fig. 2�a�.

Figure 1�a� shows that the increase in EFE current den-
sity due to N ion implantation does not correlate very well
with the N ion dosage. A very high current density, �Je�16

=8.2 mA /cm2, at an applied field of 20 V /�m, is achieved
for N16 samples as compared to �Je�00=1.6 mA /cm2 for the
pristine UNCD film at the same field. The electron emission
current density corresponding to a 20 V /�m applied field of
the samples after ion implantation/postannealing is shown in
Fig. 2�b�. It indicates that the postannealing reverted the EFE

current density back to a level the same as that of pristine
UNCD for the low dose ��1013 ions /cm2� ion-implanted
UNCD films. Nevertheless, the high emission current densi-
ties for the high dose �1014 ions /cm2 or above� N-ion im-
planted samples are retained. The Je increased from
1.6 to 5.2 mA /cm2 and E0 decreased from 9.2 to 7.0 V /�m
for N16 samples, which were subjected to 1016 ions /cm2 N
ion implantation and postannealing at 600 °C. Based on the
findings, it is evident that ion implantation over a critical
dose is required to improve the EFE properties of UNCD
films.

To explain the basis of enhancement in the field emission
properties, we have carried out detailed investigations using
SIMS, Raman spectroscopy, and XPS. It should be noted that
in SIMS investigation, since a direct observation of second-
ary N ions is difficult due to the interference of hydrocarbon
masses for positive N and lack of stable negative N, the CN
depth profile of 26.003 amu �negative polarity mode� is used
to monitor the presence of nitrogen in UNCD films.9,20 Spe-
cifically, for investigating the origin of enhanced field emis-

FIG. 1. �Color online� EFE property of UNCD films �a� before and after N
ion implantation and �b� after postannealing. The insets show the FN plot,
and the lines are the theoretical fit of the FN model. The open square sym-
bols in �a� are pristine UNCD, whereas the ion-implanted samples desig-
nated as N11–N16 �before annealing� and N11A–N16A �after postimplantation
annealing� are given with respect to the dosages from 1�1011 to 1
�1016 ions /cm2. The postannealing is carried out at 600 °C in
H2�10% � /N2 for 1 h.
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sion, we have compared the SIMS depth profiles of pristine
and high dosage ion-implanted UNCD samples �N16�. The
depth profile of H− and CN− intensities of the pristine UNCD
film is shown in Fig. 3�a�. The H− content in the pristine
UNCD film is slightly increased with growth time toward the
surface. The CN− is dominant at the interface between the
UNCD and Si substrate, which is attributed to the presence
of N, which is adsorbed from the environment in the initial
growth phase. The depth profile �Fig. 3�b�� indicates that
implanting of UNCD films �N16� with a high dose of N ions
�1016 ions /cm2� results in the formation of steps of H− and
CN− in the middle region �80–160 nm� �indicated by ar-
rows�. The H− intensity profile, when compared to that of
pristine UNCD, shows a drastic decrease in H− content from
250,000 counts �average� to 60,000 counts �average�, due to
ion implantation.

The approximate penetration depth of the implanted N
ions estimated from TRIM code calculation is around
85–155 nm, which is in agreement with the CN− steps ob-
served in the SIMS depth profile. The nuclear energy loss is
dominating at the end of the trajectory of irradiating ions

causing lattice damage or displacement of atoms in that re-
gion. The presence of CN− and H− steps in a SIMS depth
profile can evidently be ascribed to the nuclear energy loss of
implanted ions, which displaces the carbon ions. These SIMS
observations indicate the expulsion of H due to N ion im-
plantation. The SIMS depth profiles of a postannealed
UNCD film in Fig. 3�c� show the disappearance of CN− and
H− steps due to diffusion of the ions. The N ions implanted
are presumed to be distributed uniformly in the UNCD films
after postannealing. The intake of H back to the UNCD film
due to annealing is also evident �the H− ion counts increase
from 60,000 �average� for as-implanted samples to 150,000
counts �average� for annealed ones�.

The Raman spectroscopic measurements were per-
formed at room temperature using a 632.8 nm laser as the
excitation source. Figure 4�a� shows the Raman spectra of a
pristine UNCD film. A broadened diamond peak is generally
observed for the UNCD films due to the smallness in grain
size �approximately nanometer scale� and also due to the
increasing concentration of a variety of growth defects in-

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� The turn-on field �E0� variation with N-ion im-
plantation dosages, before �open squares� and after �closed circles� anneal-
ing, and �b� the EFE current density �Je� at 20 V /�m applied field variation
with N ion implantation dosages �after annealing�.

FIG. 3. �Color online� SIMS depth profile obtained in the negative polarity
mode for �a� pristine UNCD films, �b� after N-ion implantation with a dos-
age of 1016 ions /cm2, and �c� after postannealing at 600 °C in H2�10% � /N2

for 1 h.
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cluding point defects, twins, internal stresses and sp2

admixtures.21 The peaks at about 1150 and 1450 cm−1 are
affirmed to trans-polyacetylene �D* and G* band� present on
the surface and grain boundaries of UNCD films.22 Contrary
to the Raman peak at 1332 cm−1 for conventional diamond
films, a broad peak observed at about 1350 cm−1 is assigned
as a D band, and that observed at about 1532 cm−1 is as-
signed as a G band for UNCD and NCD films. The detailed
features of UNCD explained by different reports are in good
agreement with the obtained data.18,22 To confirm unambigu-
ously the sp3-bond nature of the films, near edge x-ray ab-
sorption fine structure �NEXAFS� spectra of the films are
necessary, as Raman spectra are not able to indicate that the
grains in UNCD films are that of diamond
�sp3 bonded�. The sharp rise in absorption near 289.7 eV and
a deep valley near 302.5 eV �labeled as �* band� in the
typical NEXAFS spectra shown in Fig. 4�b� clearly indicates
that the UNCD films are diamond films. Moreover, a small
peak at 285.0 eV �labeled as a �* band� indicates that the
films contain a small proportion of graphitic phase.

Implantation with N ions below the critical dose
�1014 ions /cm2� did not collapse the UNCD structure, and all
the corresponding Raman spectra resemble those shown in
Fig. 4�a�. Figure 5�a� reveals that the D band around
1350 cm−1 is more noticeable for N14 samples in this implan-
tation dose, which is a clear indication of the increased de-
fects due to ion implantation.16,23 The postannealing did not
change the Raman spectra of these films �not shown�. Figure
5�b� illustrates the amorphization induced in the UNCD film

implanted with a dose of 1016 N ions /cm2. The surface
amorphization induced by implantation is transformed to a
graphitic phase due to the postannealing process �Fig. 5�c��.
Such a phenomenon is in accord with literature reports.5,26

Additionally, transparent property studies carried out with a
UV-vis-near infrared spectrophotometer for high dose
�1016 ions /cm2� N-ion-implanted UNCD grown on quartz
substrate shows a reduction in the transmittance, which is
further evidence of the disordered sp2 formation �figure not
shown�. The postannealing further reduced the transparency
of the UNCD film, which supports the Raman data for the
formation of a graphitic structure. It should be noted that the
critical dose for the formation of a graphitic phase found
from our results is 1015 ions /cm2 or above, and the presence
of a graphitic phase after ion implantation and postannealing
is also observed for N15 samples, but to a much lesser extent.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Raman spectra and �b� NEXAFS spectra of the
pristine UNCD film.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Raman spectra of the UNCD film �a� for N-ion-
implanted with dosages of 1014 ions /cm2, �b� for N-ion-implanted with dos-
ages of 1016 ions /cm2, and �c� for N-ion-implanted with dosages of
1016 ions /cm2 and postannealing at 600 °C in H2�10% � /N2 for 1 h.
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While the modification on the structure of UNCD films
due to ion implantation and postannealing inferred by Raman
spectroscopy can be correlated with the change in EFE prop-
erties of the films, modification of surface properties is
known to even more pronouncedly influence the EFE prop-
erties of the materials.6,12 Therefore, to understand how the
ion implantation/postannealing processes modified the sur-
face characteristics of the UNCD films, XPS studies are car-
ried out at a pressure of �10−9 Torr. The carbon 1s core
level �C1s� peak of pristine and N-ion-implanted UNCD
films obtained from the XPS are shown in Fig. 6�a�. The C1s
peak of the UNCD sample is observed at 286.65 eV, which

is shifted by 1.05 eV higher than the normal C1s peak15 �the
blueshift�, and is possibly due to the surface charging or
oxidation of UNCD, which implies the existence of electron
trapping centers in these films.24,25 We have not found any
significant N1s peak from the ion-implanted UNCD films
during the measurement. This is probably due to the large
penetration depth of implanted ions, such that the N is resid-
ing inside the films at a level far below the sensitivity of the
XPS measurement.

The increase in ion implantation dose results in a larger
C1s peak shift �N11 and N12 samples�. The additional blue-
shift is probably due to the removal of H− �which is also
evident from the SIMS depth profile�. The H ions are pre-
sumed to be absorbed in atomic defects �vacancies�, compen-
sating for dangling bonds.4 Removal of H− exposes the dan-
gling bonds, which act as trapping centers for electrons.
Trapping of charges in the defect states is the probable rea-
son for the increase in surface charging and the additional
C1s blueshift after ion implantation.24,25 In contrast, the C1s
peak shifts in the reverse direction to lower the binding en-
ergies, suggesting the onset of formation of disordered car-
bon at an implantation dose of 1013 ions /cm2 �N13 sample�.
The presence of disordered carbon eliminates the atomic de-
fects �the electron trapping centers�, reducing the surface
charge. A further increase in the dose to 1014 ions /cm2 pro-
duces more defects, which leads to the formation of defect
complexes �carbon clusters, vacancy dimers, trimers, etc.�.
These defect complexes also behave as electron traps and
further enhance the surface charging, leading to a blueshift of
the C1s peak for the N14 sample. The C1s peak shifts to
lower binding energies at a higher implantation dose
�1015 ions /cm2, N15�, indicating the lowering of the surface
resistivity, probably via the formation of amorphous carbon
and nano-sp2 clusters. Such a phenomenon is in agreement
with the observed amorphization for Raman spectra �Fig.
5�b��.24 For the N16 sample, the C1s peak reverse shifts fur-
ther, presumably due to the formation of a larger proportion
of amorphous carbons and nano-sp2 clusters. These phenom-
ena are analogous to the implantation dose dependency of
conductivity in a conventional crystalline diamond.26

After annealing, the C1s peaks reversely shift toward the
normal C1s peak, at 284.5 eV, for all the dosages �Fig. 6�b��
as compared to the as-implanted samples, except for N14A

and N15A samples with a dose of 1014 or 1015 ions /cm2, in
which the C1s peak remains at a higher binding energy. The
reverse shifting of the C1s peak for the low dose ion-
implanted samples �N11A–N13A� is accounted for by the
compensation of the defects by the intake of H due to
annealing.5 Regarding N14A and N15A samples, the formed
defect complexes are stable against the annealing process,
leading to unchanged XPS spectra. For the samples im-
planted with the highest dose �1016 ions /cm2, N16A�, the
UNCD surface structure collapsed to nanographite �sp2�. The
surface charges are eliminated such that the C1s peaks re-
verse shift toward the normal C1s peak of 285 eV. The for-
mation of nanographites is also confirmed by the Raman
studies �Fig. 5�c��.

The effects of ion implantation on UNCD are briefly
summarized in Table I. At low doses ��1013 ion /cm2�, the H

FIG. 6. �Color online� XPS C1s peak positions of the UNCD films �a�
before and after N ion implantation and �b� after postannealing. The ion-
implanted samples were designated as N11–N16 �before annealing� and
N11A–N16A �after postimplantation annealing�, with respect to the dosages
from 1�1011 to 1�1016 ions /cm2. The postannealing was carried out at
600 °C in H2�10% � /N2 for 1 h.
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removal and onset of the formation of disordered carbon oc-
cur. The defects induced can be healed, in addition to the
intake of H, by a postimplantation annealing process. At a
medium dose �1014–1015 ion /cm2�, defect complexes �car-
bon clusters, vacancy dimers, trimers, etc.� are induced,
which form stabilized defects �carbon clusters� after anneal-
ing. Amorphization is induced at high dose ion implantation
�1016 ion /cm2�, which is converted into nanographites after
the annealing process.

Although the defect formation mechanism summarized
in Table I is proposed based on the XPS observation, which
is a surface sensitive investigation, these defects are pre-
sumed to be induced throughout the depth of the UNCD
films, where the energetic ions passed through. The kinetics
of defect formation due to ion implantation can account for
the modification of the EFE behavior of UNCD films. Inter-
band electronic states in diamond materials are formed due
to the presence of small defects, which facilitate the jump of
electrons from valence band to conduction band and lower
the turn-on field �E0� for the EFE process. Such a mechanism
applies when the defects are small in size, which occurs for
the low dose as-implanted samples �N11–N13� �Fig. 2�a�,
open squares�. After annealing, the defects are either annihi-
lated or collapsed to form a defect complex and thereafter
eliminate the intermediate energy levels. The turn-on field
�E0� is thus brought back to the original high level �Fig. 2�a�,
closed circles�. However, for the N16 samples, ion
implantation/postannealing induces the formation of nan-
ographite, which facilitates the electron transport and leads
to a further lowering of the turn-on field �E0�, but to a much
lesser extent. Restated, the modification of the characteristics
of defects induced due to the ion implantation and annealing
process is the prime factor altering the turn-on field �E0� for
UNCD.

The variation of EFE current density �Je� of ion-
implanted/postannealed samples with the dose changes dif-
ferently from that of the turn-on field �E0�. First of all, most
of the N ions implanted are expected to reside in the grain
boundary region for the N16 sample. The argument, based on
the SIMS profile in Fig. 3�b�, is that the N ions implanted
�1016 ions /cm2� are residing in a region from 85–155 nm
underneath the surface. The estimated N ion density is 1.3
�1023 cm−3, and the induced stresses will be higher if all the

implanted N ions are incorporated into the diamond grains,
which prohibits the substitutional replacement of all N in the
diamond lattice. This is especially true if we take into ac-
count the extremely small diamond grain size ��5 nm� in
the UNCD film.

Literature reports10,11 indicate that growing UNCD by
using plasma containing high N2 concentration
�CH4 /Ar–20% N2� results in the incorporation of N in grain
boundaries and forms a conducting grain boundary layer.
Such conducting grain boundaries facilitate the electron
transport, dramatically reducing the resistivity of the films
and increasing the EFE current density �Je�. It is believed
that the same mechanism is applicable in our case. For N16

samples, the dosage of N is high enough to induce the for-
mation of grain boundary doping of N species. Each N re-
placing a C in the grain boundary can inject one electron into
the UNCD lattice, converting the materials into a semicon-
ductor. The presence of grain boundary N species can there-
fore markedly enhance the EFE process. The same mecha-
nism can be applied in explaining the improvement in the
EFE properties of N14 and N15 samples due to ion
implantation/postannealing. The dosage of 1014 ions /cm2

seems to be the critical dosage to induce a grain boundary
doping of nitrogen. It should be noted that the N concentra-
tion for ion-implanted UNCD films after annealing is esti-
mated to be about 0.4�1023 cm−3 for N16 samples �assum-
ing that the N ions implanted diffuse away and distribute
uniformly in the UNCD films�. Such a doping level is mark-
edly higher than the nitrogen concentration reached when N
is incorporated in UNCD via the MPECVD process.11,20

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The N-ion-implanted UNCD films with a modified struc-
ture and better EFE properties are demonstrated in this work.
The N-ion implantation first expels the H− and leads to the
formation of a disordered carbon and a defect complex, and
then transformed the diamond into an amorphous form at
increased ion implantation doses. Postannealing heals the
atomic defects and converts the disordered carbon to a stable
defect complex and the amorphous carbon into a more stable
graphitic phase. The modification on the EFE properties of
the films due to ion implantation/postannealing is closely

TABLE I. Effects of ion implantation and postimplantation annealing processes on the formation of defects in
UNCD.

Dose As implantation
Implantation and

annealing Defects in materials

1011–1012 H− removal H− intake Lightly doped N
1013 Displaced carbon Healed Lightly doped N
1014 Defect complex �carbon

clusters, vacancy dimer,
trimer, etc.�

Stabilized to
carbon clusters

Carbon clusters+doped N and grain
boundary N

1015 Defect complex �with a small
proportion of
amorphous�

Carbon clusters+
nanographites �small

concentration�

Carbon clusters+
nanographites �small concentration� �

doped N and grain boundary N
1016 amorphous

�large concentration�
Nanographites

�large concentration�
Nanographites �large concentration� �

doped N and grain boundary N
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related to the nature of defects induced. Ion implantation
over a critical dose �1�1015 ions /cm2� is required to im-
prove the EFE properties of UNCD films. A high EFE cur-
rent density of 5.5 mA /cm2 is achieved at an applied field of
20 V /�m for UNCD films implanted with N ion doses
above 1014 ions /cm2 and postannealed.
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